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Directions of the Hylegiacall and other Planets to their Promittors for the Natives 

29.yeer of age, beginning 18. Sept. 1644 ending Sept. 1645. 

 

 

Judgments upon Directions. 

 The most significant directions for this yeer are ° ad Antisc. ¡: Now because ¡ in 

the radix is Lady of the seventh and posited in the fourth, moderately strong; this direction 

may denote (to one in a way of Commerce) much converse and dealing with vulgar people 

of Lunar condition, and some profit by Saylors, Widdowes, Gentlewomen, or the like; it 

may shew many contracts or bargaines with such like people, and also profit by dealing in 

forraigne parts with such Commodities as are of the nature of Luna. It may shew also, by 

reason the ¡ was in the fourth in radice, that the Native may have much converse with 

Messengers, Factors, forraigne Agents (Embassadours, if capable) and may shew good 

encrease of Substance by such men, and their meanes, &c.  

 The next Hylegiacall place in order is ¡ ad Ã ¦ without latitude; the direction is in 

the sixt and twelfth house, ¦ being Promittor, denotes the quality of the.accident to 

happen, and he was Lord of the eleventh, twelfth and had dominion in the second in the 

Radix, the event must either be from such things.as are signified by ¦ in radice, as Lord of 

those houses, or else  
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as he hath a generall signification naturally. Being essentially strong, we take the former 

and leave the latter judgment; yet it will doe well to thinke of both. 

  The Direction falling in the sixt, threatens a slight joviall disease by drinking or 

surfet, or distempering the body; the reason is, ¡ was in the fourth viz. house (of good 

fellowship:) now ¡ being significatrix in an ayery sign and ¦ in a fiery, may well denote the 

blood heated; for “ is hot and moyst, and ™ hot and dry; ergo, two significations of blood 

heated. ¦ was friend in Radice, ergo, the disease will rather be feared then reall. Observe 

by the transit when ¦ comes to the place of the ¡ or two and twentieth of “ (“ 22°), and 

be carefull those times, and clense the blood by a gentle purge a weeke before the 

Significator and Promittor meet, or the Transit be. It imports some griefe shall afflict the 

Native by reason of some unkindnesse he shall perceive from some of his familiar 

acquaintance: and because ¦ is Lord of the twelfth and posited there, its not safe to visit 

any imprisoned friends, lest he himselfe come to have some restraint of liberty by 

information of a Lunar man. Men represented by ¦ are probably like to be much 

prejudiciall to the Native this yeer, viz. Gentlemen, Clergy, Lawyers but Gentlemen 

especially. It forewarns the Native to be carefull of his money, lest Gentlemen get more in 

an houre then they pay in a yeer; Is not ¦ Lord of the second? Untill the direction is over, 

its not good to be late in Tavernes, &c. (See pag. 693 what naturally ¡ ad Ã ¦ signifies). 

 The ill intended must come from the eleventh, twelfth or second, Ergo, the 

Ascendant comes also towards August to the Contrantiscion of the ¡ with latitude, which 

argues some difficulty in the Natives affaires, and much adoe to keepe himselfe free from 

some that would have imployment from him, or with him, or would have him adventure to 

some Countrey or other: and it doth intimate some aspersion or scandall by meanes of an 

ill conditioned Woman; and some consumption of Substance by more then one. And this is 

further confirmed by ¥ his Contrantiscion of ¤ about March next, at what time ¡ comes to 

Ã of ¦: and indeed that may also denote some prejudice by vulgar Women, &c. Here's no 

promising aspect of any preferment this yeer, for ¥ comes to an ill  
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direction of the ¢, who was weak in the Radix he can performe nothing upon the matter to 

doe good in point of perferment: this Contrantiscion of ¥ to ¢, ¥ being Lord of the third 

and tenth, and ¢ of the eighth, may denote some prejudice in matter of Inheritance or 

Patrimony, &c. by meanes of Kindred or Souldiers.  

 The comming of £ to his owne termes and ¦ to a Sesquiquintill, of £, doe argue 

the Native to delight in Bookes, reading, and to be grave, austere and religiously inclined. I 

had forgot the sesquiquintill of ¦ to § with fal in the Signe ascending, viz. š: this is a good 

aspect, and shew the Native to be according to the two last Directions, more grave, and 

solitary, and inclinable to study then formerly; and it doth also seeme to take off much of 

the malice if former Directions, in regard ¦ was friend in the Radix, and § Lord of the 

ascendant.  

 There remaines but two more Directions, ¥ ad term. ¥; &c. ad sesquiquadrate §; 

they happen in –, in which Sign ° was radically in, and whose Lord was extreamly 

impedited; its a comfirmation of an endeavour to be used to annihilate some legacy or 

portion of Land which might accrew to our Native by the deceased, or of Moneys due to 

him; such a thing might or may be intended. 
 
 

Judgment upon the Revolution or Returne of the ¢ to his place in the Radix. 

Ascendant of the Figure without equation, ˜ 7.24. 

 And yet because ¦ in the Revolution is in the place of the ¡ and in the eighth 

House, it seems the Native may rather feare then have prejudice that way, although ¥ be 

also in the eighth. The ascendant of the revolution is ˜, his Lord ¥; both ¤ and ¡ 

applying to his Å (Caveat a Mulieribus) hoc anno. The position of § Lord of the ascendant 

in the Radix, now in the sixt, may produce the head-ache and some Melancholly fancies: 

the rather because ¢ is hastening to Ã of him. But forasmuch as no Planet afflicts the 

ascendant, and that all are above the earth § excepted, ¤ and ¡ in Â, and « in the 

radicall place of Á and °, and ¡ Lady of ° now is with ¤; many of those accidents which 

were weakly signified by the directions, shall  
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have little or no influence, but as it were consume to nothing, or end in feare, without any 

execution.  
 

The Profectionall figure judged, the Ascendant being 6.37. ’. 

 ¤ is the divisor of part of this yeer, viz. φrom 18 Septem. 1644 to 29 June following, 

£ of the rest; ¤ she was potentially dignified at birth, and therefore she promiseth this 

Native health and what she materially signified at the birth; ¦ is also the Lord of the tenth 

and now ‘ where he hath a triplicity, and this doth lessen some infelicity that in the 

revolution was threatened to the kindred of the Native; for as much as ’ was the place of 

§ in the radix, and now ascends, it may also import some parcel of the Land or acquisition 

of some modicum by the decease of a Kinsman. The return of ¥ to the cuspe of the 

ascendant of the the eleventh of the Radix, and neer Cor Scorpii, may denote sudden 

death to one of this native’s friends by sword or fire. Its always observed that ¡ in — either 

in Revolution or Profection causeth some disaster by surfeit or ill dyet; of which this Native 

must beware. 
 

Evill dayes in the Profectionall Figure. 

 

Evill dayes by the Revolution are easily observed, by the transit of the Malevolents, upon 

the cusps of the ascendant or  
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mid-heaven, or the radicall places of the Fortunes, or ¢ or ¡, or °, &c.  
 

The HYLEGIACALL DIRECTIONS, and other Planets 

to themselves, for the 30th yeer currant of 

the Native, beginning Sept.,1645. ending Sept. 1646.  

 

 

 These Directions doe not afford any significant actions, onely ¤ to the Sesquiquintil 

of ¥ denotes familiarity with some Gentlewoman, and with some young Souldier, the 

Semiquadrate of £ to the ¢ portends some difference with a Solar man about Accompts 

or brings intelligence from Friends, concerning the Goods of some lately deceased; and it 

may be hoped ¦ to his owne È In š, may confirme the newes to be true, but not so 

beneficiall, as was expected, because ¦ is in š his Fall: ¢ to the Termes of £ induceth 

the Native to be studious, and owing to persue his Books of Accompts, and to call in some 

Moneys owing, which may happily be returned, because £ immediately comes to a Ssx. of 

¦ in ˜, and in the tenth
 
house; the aspect may produce some preferment to the Native, or 

acquaintance with some Joviall person, or Merchant of quality, from whom afterwards 

much good may be expected: It seems the Native continues his propler intentions, though 

somewhat to his owne hinderance, as the ¢ to his proper Semiquadrate doth signifie, and 

° to the  
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Termes of ¥ which designeth caution to the Native concerning Brothers and Kindred, viz. 

not to depart with much money to them, &c. However, the ¢ above August 1646. comes to 

the Semiquadrate of ¤ and È of ¦, which may give a good ending to a doubt full and 

ambigious yeer, by, industry of the Native and some Joviall friends, which he happily then 

shall light on, or come acquainted with.  

 
Revolution, whose ascendant without equation is 16.59 š. 

 Which properly intimates some Travell into forreign parts, by reason the ¢ is in the 

ninth, and ¡ in the ascendant, § is returned to the Signe he was in at the Radix, as if a 

new the Native should againe set himselfe out into the world, or beginning againe to look 

after the affaires of this world, and some Inheritance or Legacy bequeathed unto him by 

the Deceased, the existence of ¥ and ¤ in the tenth, seem to question the reputation of 

the Native, and to cast some scandalous aspersions upon him for matters formerly done, 

but the potency of ¤ seems to give our Native the better, and the rather, because ¡ Lady 

of the seventh is disposed by §, and § by ¡, doubtlesse some small difference may arise 

this yeer, but of no long continuance, because both ¥, ¤, ¡ and ¦ are in Signes movable; 

Á in the ascendant confirmes the above mistrusted jealousie of scandall or aspersion, and 

it should be about some Moneys, because Á is in ›, the Signe of the second in Radice. 

 
Profectionall Figure, whose ascendant is 6.37 “. 

 Either these things really, or some like them, may happen; but both §, ¤ and ¥ in 

their Exaltations in the Profectional figure, do give the Native assured hopes of evading 

both some scandalous clamours, & what other matters may be casually objected unto him, 

so that upon pensitating both the Directions, Revolutions and Protections, the yeer in 

probability may be much feared, and yet little will be effected, here being no strong 

Directions to agitate any grand accident, unlesse § so his owne place  
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in the Radix, cause a small parcell of Land to drop downe to our Native, &cs. 
 

The Directions judged of the 31. yeer of the Native, 

beginning Sept. 1646. ending Sept. 1647. 
 

 Our first Direction being of ¥ to the CA of ¤ may note 

some wrangling or discontent with a Venerial party, or some 

injury done to the Native by a Woman, concerning some 

Patrimony like to befall the Native: in December ° is Directed 

to the Ã of § cum latitudine, and within the same moneth to 

the Å of ¥; in regard these Directions may be of some 

concernment, they must be copiously explicated. The 

Significator is ° in 9. ˜, not farre from the midheaven. The Promittor is §, partly in the 

third, but more near the fourth. ° shewes the matter; § his Ã the manner, quality, and 

from whom.  

 § is Lord of the second house, ¥ that disposeth our ° is Lord of the third and 

tenth; I may from hence derive this judgment, That without great circumspection the Native 

shall very much suffer in his Wealth and Estate movable, &c. by ancient Saturnine men, or 

in things of his nature, as Land, Rents, annuities, &c. and the more neer in Kindred or 

consanguinity, the more losse may he receive; now for that ° was radically in the eighth 

house, this Direction imports, That the Native shall lose or impoverish his Fortune by 

meanes of the Dead, or death of some Saturnine man, or § his Commodities, formerly his 

Creditor: this Direction may also impeach the Estate of the Father, and so cause our 

Native to receive lesse Portion then otherwayes he might, the Å of ¥ to °, because ¥ is 

Lord of the third and tenth, and besides, naturally signifieth Kindred, adviseth the Native by 

no meanes to meddle with his Brothers or owne consanguinity in matters of Money, 

Suretiship, or the like, and to beware of committing any Money or  
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matter of action or merchandizing to a man of Martiall disposition or description; because 

¥ is Lord of the tenth, it may be suggested some principall men, Magistrates, or the like, 

may call our Native to account and question for matter of Money, or the like; and this doth 

double the former signification of some hindrance from Kindred, as also by ill Servants: I 

do not find this yeer fitting to deale in such Commodities as are signified by either § or ¥: 

see in Origanus, in his judgment on the second house, after these unlucky directions, ¤ 

comes to the Termes of £ in ˜, which gives some respite of former troubles, but that 

respite is againe contradicted by Pars fortunae to the Semiquadrate of ¡, as if some 

former associates or partners, or vulgar people, Saylors, &c. or some Widow would afresh 

vex the Native, and scandalize his good name: the ascendant in April makes haste to the 

Sesquiquadrate of £ Lord of the sixt, and having dominion of the fourth and eighth, the 

Native is still questioned for accompts, or vexed by Mercuriall men, either Atturneys, 

Merchants, Factors, agents forreigne, or accomptants, and all this for some things 

materially concerning a Legacy, or the death of some party or other, or things dormant a 

long time: In May Pars fortunae comes to the Q of ¡, and in July and August ¤ to her 

Semiquadrate, ¢ and the ascendant to the Termes of £; these Directions doe induce a 

beliefe, that much about these times by mediation of a Lunar or short man, and by a 

Veneriall, Solar or pleasant witted man, our Native shall compose those unlucky 

differences, which may seem to have vexed his Estate, and discontented his mind for 

some pretty time; for it may be heedfully observed, that this Direction of Pars fortunae to 

the Ã of §, is in Signes fixed, and so is Pars fortunae to the Å of ¥, which doth argue the 

greatnesse and continuance of the matter intended by §, and prosecuted with much 

wrangling by ¥, who signifies Kindred and Souldiers; all light or flaxen hair'd or red men, 

fatally prove enemies or opposers of the Native; and so all Clowns, crumpshouldered or 

splea-footed signified by §: But we will see if any of these things are lessened by 

Revolution or Profection.  
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Revolution of the 31. yeer judged. 

 The ¡ in the twelfth, but Signe of the sixt in the Radix, confirmes our former 

judgment, That ill Servants, false reports or private enemies, or secret whisperings may 

doe mischiefe in our Native's affaires and estate; ¥ is also Lord of the sixt and in ” his 

Fall, and in the second; no trusting red-hair'd men, Souldiers or Servants; besides, § is 

Retrograde, and afflicteth the cusp, or rather the sixt house, viz. house of Sicknesse, 

Servants; and it's good dealing in great Cattle, Horse, Cowes, &c. this yeer: § he imports 

a sicknesse and ill digestion.  

 The Ä of ¡ and ¢ doth very much assist in exhilerating the mind of our Native, so 

doth the Æ of ¡ to ¦, and the ¡ her application to Ä of £, by company and study: but 

these Planets having small dignity in places where they are, help not the Native quite out 

of the mire: certainly the Profectionall Revolution seems to turn all things topsie turvy in 

matter of Estate, & it seems to me, that the Sign if › being the cusp of the eighth, should 

give our Native some Legacy, or invest him with some Patrimony or Wealth by a Womans 

meanes, if the former aspects do not either annihilate or cause him to have much trouble 

for it, and so put him to much molestation; it will not be altogether a bad yeer, for « is in 

the second of the Revolution, and in the place of Á in the Prof ectionall figure: but 

consideration is also to be had to the Eclipses or Â coincident with our Directions, which 

we must look for when we observe the Planetary annuall transits upon the Radicall 

Hylegicall places.  

 In effect, The Directions, Revoltutions, &c. doe all unanimously demonstrate, that 

unlesse the Native doe heedfully the precedent yeere direct his affaires, he will sustaine 

much losse in his Estate, as is above specified; for the cause of the trouble this yeer may 

be occasioned by actions of the precedent yeer, and it may be doubted the Native may 

occasionally want Money, or wrong himselfe by sone willfull act in Money matter, as may 

be collected by the ° in Ã to §, he being L. of the ascendant; multiudo cautelae non 

nocet.  
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32 Yeer beginning Sept. 19. 1647. ending Sept. 1648. 

 It's not probable that the malice of the first yeers 

malignant aspects of the two Infortuhes will be quite 

extinguished, some dregs thereof may remaine to be 

determined in the Directions of this yeer 1647, and 32. currant 

of the Native: we have first ¤ to her owne Semiquadrate, which 

in effect cannot hurt, but solely intends oft removals, or a desire 

to travell into forraigne parts, but it argueth not a Journey for ¦ 

comes in November to a Sesquiquintil of ¢, as if some private 

friend would contradict that resolution, and indeed ¦ hath no dignities in š, which may 

intimate the Native would get no Preferment thereby; however, the ascendant his 

progresse to the Termes of ¦ may denote the Native to be cheerfull, healthful, and nothing 

dismayed, but to prosecute his occasions with judgment, good successe and moderation: 

the Sesquiquintil of ¦ to ¤ procureth our Native new friends and acquaintance, but with 

some difficulty and distrust he makes use of them, because ¦ approacheth the termes of 

§ in March, which induceth a little to melancholly or solitarinesse for some few dayes: the 

° to a È of £, makes the Native to peruse some Noats and Accompts; in June 1648. the 

ascendant comes to the Contrantiscion of § in the second house, which may rather 

denote some waste of Substance by ill servants or Saturnine men, then any want of 

health, unlesse the Native grow discontent at some small losse he may casually sustain, 

by the private and underhand-dealing of some intrusted friends, which may apertly be 

gathered from the mid heaven to the cuspe of the twelfth house, towards the latter end of 

the yeer 32. ¥ to his owne Æ being Lord of the tenth, our Native concludes all differences, 

and provides or intends for a journey, or with more earnestnesse followes his Calling; and 

herein the ¡ to take the Semiquintil of ¥ seems much to put forward  
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his intentions, or incites the Native to a willingnesse herein: but becuse these directions 

are not very strong, it behoveth to consider the Revolution; for if the judgement precedent 

which we have given have no confirmation from the Revolution, its probable the effects of 

the directions will be lessened. 

 
32. Years Revolution, or the Sunne to his place in the Radix. 

 Heres ¦ upon the cuspe of the ascendant, the ¡ increasing in light and motion, and 

£ Lord of the ascendant in his owne house, standing almost to direction: heres nothing in 

contradiction of any good may accrew to the Native, but § returned to the place of the ¡ 

in the Radix, and locally placed in midheaven, in Å to the degree, ascending: it will for 

some small time a little disturbe the actions or Profession of the Native, and cause them to 

succeed with slownesse; and it adviseth the Native to be carefull that during the Moneth of 

September, he ride not much on Horse-back, lest he get a hurt on his right shoulder: the ¡ 

in the third may produce some journey into the Countrey North-west to some Brother or 

Kinsman, but none beyond Sea; for ¥ Lord of the ninth is fixed in ˜: the Native is this yeer 

to beware of crude fruits, and such like meats as provoke winde or obstructions, because 

¡ is going to ¥ in a cold sign, &c. 

 
32. The Profectionall Revolution. 

 Seeing that • ascends neer the place of ¥ in the Radix, it imports the Native ought 

to make use of our directions in preserving his health, which is almost the onely thing 

considerable in this Profectionall figure: the position of ¦ in ” his exaltation, being now 

Lord of the fourth, may give period to some unhappy disturbances in the course of our 

Natives living, and reduce all our Natives actions to a fit temper of Melioration, and give 

him a absolute victory over some former most potent and mischievous enemies: 

doubtlesse our Native will now have thoughts of travell, but not put his intentions into 

action untill the next succeeding yeere, which what it is, you may read immediately.  
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33. Year, beginning 19. Septemb. 1648. ending Sept. 1649. 
 

 

 This yeer not impedited by any generall infelicity seems to promise our Native much 

happinesse, upon these ensuing Directions; for October 5. Medium Coeli comes to the 

Byquintill of § Lord of the ascendant in the Radix; as if now divers aged Merchants or men 

Saturnine would ingratiate themselves into the Natives favour, and in some beneficiall 

course of life imploy the Native, or he imploy himselfe. Who now may seeme to be 

desirous of Purchasing, or taking some house or houses; its good for the Native to deale in 

Commodities Saturnine, and with men also: however, the ¡ in October to the termes of ¥, 

and the ascendant the same time to the Semiquadrate of the ¢, may admonish our Native 

to be carefull of his health, and to take notice that choller increaseth, which humour he 

ought in this Moneth to lessen by the advice of the learned Physitian: the later aspect doth 

also afford dissention betwixt some solar Merchant and the Native, concerning a thing 

called Money, or the like: but ¥ Lord of the tenth hastening to a Ä of the ¡ in —; in 

November some opportune proffer of partnership by men of great account, or principall 

Magistrates, or some intentions for a Voyage beyond Seas; much prattle and many 

meetings to accomplish it, for ¥ not long after meets with CA of £, with latitude, as it 

either the Native should be retarded in 
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his intentions by Mercuriall Merchants, or that his partners, or such as he deales with, and 

he, could not agree about propositions and contracts: part of December 1648. seems to be 

spent in faire meetings and overtures, as the ascendant to the semisquare of ¤ doth note, 

but the preceding aspects and Directions onely prepare matter for a greater blessing 

shortly to befall the Native, by the ascendant to the Æ of ¦, and this Direction being neer 

the cusp of the second house, giveth undoubted assurance, that the remainder of the yeer 

will be very propitious and successfull to the Native, and that he shall herein much 

augment his Estate and Fortune, by dealing in Commodities Joviall, and with men of 

Sanguine, Joviall condition: it may seem the Native may have some preferment, or a place 

of eminency in the Common-wealth, or in the course of life he then may use. Here followes 

the M.C. in May to a Quintil of £, as if he should have plentiful Negotiation to many parts 

of the world, and be much conversant with Mercuriall Merchants, men talkative, &c. nor 

can Mercuriall Commodities be much disadvantagious to the Native, who shall now 

augment the number of his friends, and have extraordinary society with Nobility, Gentry, 

&c. Judges, Advocates, Lawyers, &c.  

 But the occurse of ¥ to the body of £, and the Lord of the sixt in Radice, give 

caution not to be too confident of a long leane Mercuriall Servant, who may occasionally 

either forge some false Letter, or corrupt our Native's Accompts, which may be discerned 

and detected by an aged friend of this Native's, as the Sesquiquintil of ¥ to § doth 

premonstrate: and whereas ¥ doth come to the body of ¤ in June 1649. it may point out 

some short Journey Westward, and yet not greatly to the Native's content, because M.C. 

about September comes to the Sesquiquadrate of ¥, who may endanger, in some small 

measure, our Native's repute with false aspersions; but because the ascendant his Æ to ¦ 

hath principall dominion, and is most forcible this yeer, I conceive this to be a prosperous 

yeer, and wherein the Native may freely adventure into the world for purchase of a more 

noble fortune.  
 

Revolution. 

 ˜ is ascendant, and ¥ neer the place in the Radix, elevated and  
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posited in the ninth house, it incites our Native to aspire to great matters, and advances 

our Native's Purse and Fortune, and he seems to hold what he hath or may get, because 

¥ is Lord of the first and second, and is in a fixed Signe; the positure of £ and ¦ in the 

11th, procure new Acquaintance and new Friends, onely ¦ his place in the Radix being 

now vitiated by the Á, may shew some treachery in one Jovial friend, if he have either a 

scarre in his face, or be in some disrespect in the world, that is, if the world have suspition 

of his being BANKRUPT: this Revolution inclines to Choler, wherefore the Native must 

advise about it's evacuation in September 1648. viz, Choler and Flegme especially.  

 This Revolution is directed especially by ¥, £ and ¤, all well dignified; it argues, 

our Native will violently, or with mighty desire follow his occasions this yeer, and it will doe 

well, &c.  

Revolution Prefectionalis. 

 § is now divolved to š, or his owne house, and the ascendant in the Radix, and ¦ 

to •, in Ä to his being at Birth, ¥ also comes to ‘, and the « to almost the degree 

culminating: the three superiours so essentially dignified, denote the grand action of the 

Native this yeer, and that it will be advantagious for the Native to agitate much in the way 

he seeth best for his profit all this yeer, &c. § as now posited may produce the purchase of 

inheritance of some things he formerly mistrusted.  
We must not forget where Eclipses fall, & magnae five mediae conjunctiones.  

 
34. Yeer currant, beginning Septemb. 19. 1649. ending Septemb. 19. 1650. 

 Which seemeth by the blessing of almighty God, to promise what ensueth, probably 

deduced from significant Directions; as first, the progresse of the ascendant to the cusp of 

the second house, irradiated in the Radix with the Æ of ¦, denoteth to the Native an 

encrease of the Goods of Fortune, the furnishing of himselfe with curious Householdstuffe, 

great profit by dealing in things and Commodities, Joviall, viz. Cloth, Tyn, &c. which 
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the ° to the Termes of ¦ confirmeth and adviseth to traffick beyond Sea, for and with 

such like Wares as are of the nature of ¦: the going of £ to the Termes of § in January 

retards some accompts for a few dayes, or denotes some damage by pilfring old men, but 

of no great value, for the ° to a È of ¢ and ¤ in ˜, doe still put forward our Native in his 

Commerce, to good purpose and profit; it intimates, that Solar and Veneriall men they may 

be advantagious to our Native, and Commodities or Wares of their nature and condition: 

towards May ° to a semisquare of ¦ begets a little distaste with some Merchant, a friend, 

and Joviall, about some Sea-adventure, our Native conceiving some unkindnesse in his 

friend, but ¦ to a Semiquintil of himselfe cleers that doubt; and being the aspect is in the 

ascendant, it shewes the Native to be cheerfull and pleasant, and his body in good 

condition. in July the ascendant comes to the Termes of ¥, which may stirre up some 

cholerick Humour, or prenuntiate some small detriment in his Estate by Martiall men, or 

may endanger him with a Law-suit: but these passions continue not, for § to the Termes 

of ¤ in the sixt house, reduceth to a perfect temper; which is furthered by ° ad Terminum 

¤. In August ¦ ad CA ¡ in the ascendant, induceth our Native to be somewhat 

malecontent with and concerning Women, or some Agents or Partners, or some vulgar 

people, perhaps Saylors, &c. which the ¢ to the Termes of § seems to augment with 

melancholy thoughts for some few dayes, untill ¥ in September comes to the Termes of 

¤, whereby the Native is perfectly cured of some melancholy distemper.  

Revolution 34. 

 Had we any ill Directions this yeer? or were the scurvy position of § in ” seconded 

with other malignant positures of the Erraticals? we might feare the health of the Native, 

but it rather imports some dejected thoughts and ill Digestion, and a crude oppressed 

stomack, then any backsliding in fortune; but its not good to trust men Saturnine, either 

with Commodity or Money any part of this yeer, but upon a treble security. ¤ in the eighth 

with Cor Leonis may give our Native some ample encrease of substance by death of 

Friends, or a Woman;  
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¥ in the tenth advise to deale as well with Martiall Commodities as Men, and ¦ with Spica 

Virginis in the ninth, doe seriously invite to traffick with his Wares South-west, and shewes 

great advance thereby; the ¡ and § in the seventh doe prenote many Enemies, and some 

scuffling with vulgar fellowes, and some of Lunar quality; Á in the eleventh either killeth or 

prenoteth much falsenesse in Courtiers which have been of the Native's acquaintance; the 

¡ in the seventh afflicted of § may prenote sicknesse to the Mother or Wife, if not death. 

The Profectional Revolution doth not crosse in the least measure any the preceding 

judgment, onely — ascending giveth warning of surfetting, &c. and for any thing I find, 

having their place of ¤ in the Radix now ascending in the Profectionall Scheam, it may 

insinuate some Journeying to and againe; and the rather, because both ¤ and a £ are 

now divolved to ”, and ¡ to œ; § now in › his joy, giveth good hopes of purchasing 

some House, Houses or Farmes, &c. 
 
 

35. Yeer beginning Septemb. 19. 1650 ending Septemb. 19. 1651. 

 The Hylegiacall Directions of this yeer are 

not many, but they very significant, and of some 

concernment; for we have ¥ to the body of the ¢, 

it imports some quarrelling or controversie with a 

Solar man concerning some Woman, and stirres up 

some vitious Humours in the Body, and some sharp rheume in the right Eye, and it 

shewes some distaste betwixt the Native and some of his Kindred: immediately after the 

occurse of ¥ to ¤, may give the Native some eminent repute and credit in the Common-

wealth he shall then live in, as also, some honourbale Journey and profitable, according to 

the quality he shall then live in: It's true, the Direction may deterre the Native from much 

copulation with loose women, lest he get the Gonorrhea, &c. and indeed unlucky Partners, 

or people with whom he deales, will so vex the Native, that a Sicknesse  
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is threatened, or a distemper in the body: the accesse of § to the cusp of the sixt house, 

shew the Native vexed with crooked and peevish Servants, and his health impairing, and 

the Hypocondry melancholy much to abound, and yet multitude of businesse hinder the 

Native from repairing his health, although the ascendant comes to the Quintil of §, which 

argues his much painfulnesse and industry in the Negotiations of this world, and a slow 

progresse of his Affaires, or in the encrease of his Estate; for immediately the ° to an 

oppostion of § without latitude, doth import much danger to our Native by some Sea-

adventure, and in such Commodities, or from men Saturnine, and also from Brethrn, 

Kindred, or some of consanguinity; and these things to happen from the North-east part, if 

our Native traffique thither.  

 

Revolution 35. Yeer. 

 £ is Lord of the ascendant now, but radically Lord of the sixt, and at present by 

position, in the sixt: this yeer must be heedfully observed, and carefully taken notice of, for 

§ in the second confirmes want of Money, and an eclipse of Estate by §, and such as he 

prenotes: it's true, the ° fals well to be in the tenth, but its Dispositor so weak, can give 

small assistance, care and caution must preserve it.  

 As a consumption in Estate, and much tergiversation in Trade and Commerce is to 

be feared, so also may a very dangerous Sisknesse; which although the Hylegiacall 

Directions so not pertinently discover, yet the multiplicity of Planets in the sixt house, doth 

apertly demonstrate it: now if we acquire into the nature of the Disease, and from what 

cause, we are to observe, that — is the cusp of the sixt, and that £, Á, ¦, ¤ and ¡ are all 

in the sixt; absolutley it may be feared the Native shall have some violent fits of the Stone, 

or some very unlucky disasters in his privy Members, as also, extreame heat and pain in 

the Reines and Kidneys; the happy position of ¦ and ¤ in the sixt, may promise a 

comfortable recovery, though Á in the sixt will leave a sting or rottennesse behind, which 

will not be so easily cured.  

 This yeer seems to put a demurrer to our Native's proceedings,  
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and doe advise to more then ordinary care in all his Affaires, for things seem to goe on 

slowly, and with difficulty, &c. The Profectionall figure doth not assure much better 

successe; for ¥ to the place of the ¡, incites some whining Woman to vex the Native, and 

§ where the « in the Radix was, doth give caution of old men and ill Kindred, and to 

beware of having much stock entrusted in the hands of vulgar Creditors: care and a 

discreet managing may as well lessen the detriment presignified to chance in our Native's 

Substance, as in the want of health he may undergo, if no prevention be used; Wine and 

Women are not wholesome, Cattle this yeer, &c. the unlucky transiting of § through ”, 

may unjustly excite many Law-suits, and many difficulties against the Native, and may 

shew much sicknesse to his Wife; but forasmuch as § was friend in the Radix, I doubt not 

but he will assist to overcome; yet the influence of § being ever somewhat formidable, I 

thought good to give the more caution of it.  

 
 

36. Yeer beginning Sept. 19. 1651 ending Sept. 1652. 

 

 Whiich is Climactericall, and in which men 

usually expect much Action, either good or evill, 

according to the nature of either beneficiall or 

malevolent Directions, our Native hath variety of weak 

Directions, which lead me to judge as followeth: The 

occurse of the ascendant to the Byquintil of £ in the 

second, may give our Native much encrease of his 

Wealth by accompts, and reception of former Debts, 
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much society and acquaintance with Merchants, Factors &c. but in October £ ad CA ¥, 

threatens some overslips in accompts, and detriment therein by a red-haired Agent, which 

may induce the Native to thought of melancholy, as ¦ ad Ter. § imports; but the 

hastening of Pars Fortunae to a Semiquintil of £, and § to a Semiquintil of himselfe, make 

our Native more cheerfull, and better satisfied to his owne content, and shew the Native 

somewhat austere, covetous, or willing to enrich himselfe, wary, and what not; opportunity 

seems to offer our Native very good encrease in his Patrimony by the sudden returne or 

purchase of some Merchandize, as Pars Fortunae to Lucida Lancis in the ninth make us 

judge; wherein notwithstanding ¥ to the Â of £ may insinuate slye pretences to hinder the 

Native, by some precedent or pretended contract, by such as are Brokers, Scriveners, &c. 

yet ¥ to the Byquintil of § much helps; but ¤ ad Ter. §, and £ ad CA ¥; all January, 

February, March and April, seem to keep our Native in suspence of his former Bargaine 

and some difference, if not Law-suit about it, or the like, but ¥ to the Quintil of ¦ in or 

about May 1652. portends a reconcilement by Joviall persons: and although in June ¦ 

comes to the opposition of ¥, which againe provokes to new Law-suits, differences or 

molestations, and also causeth some heart-burning betwixt the Native and his Kindred, or 

Souldiers, or principall Commanders or Magistrates of Martiall conditions: After which, the 

M.C. to a Quintil of the ¢, being the Luminary of the time in the Radix gives our Native 

prosperity, fame and reputation, and an absolute conquest over those he contends with, or 

shewes an end of all differences by mediation of friends; however, this being a materiall 

Direction, may poynt out some better preferment then the Native did dreame of, and it 

invites the Native to trade in Solar things, and with Solar men, from whom he shall receive 

much respect and encouragement in his occasions; nor doth § to the Sesquiquintil of £ 

confront this judgment, but induceth our Native to agility and quicknesse in his actions, 

whereby, as £ to the eleventh house, and to the Termes of ¦ import; he shall advance his 

dealings in the world, and casually come acquainted with some new friends, by whose 

meanes he may expect great benefit: the ¢ the eighth  
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of September 1652. to the CA of ¥ in ˜ threatens another fit of the Stone, or some 

cholerick matter now more prevalent then formerly, of which the Native ought to take 

notice, and take advice of the learned Physitian in time, this also enlargeth our judgment 

concerning some unlucky Kindred; it doth also premonish to traffick carefully with Martiall 

men, and not much to trust them. 
 
 

Revolution for the 36th yeer of the Native; Sun ad Radicem 1651. 

 Without equation of time, here's the degree of the eighth in the Radix now 

ascending, the Native must be doubly carefull of his health, which may seem most 

concerned in this Revolution, by reason the ¡ is lately separated from Ã of the ¢; the 

proximity of the ¡ to the «, and her friendly Ä to the degree ascending, give me great 

comfort, our Native will have no strong Disease, but by God's blessing and the benefit of 

Medicine, evade: Sol is in the third, and ¡ in the ninth, our Native should seem to visit 

some friends North-west, and some Eastward: the degree of § and Signe in the Radix, is 

now culminating, it may please God, with some difficulty, to give our Native a permanent 

Inheritance, the Angles being fixed, should fix the Benefit: ¦ in the fourth house, and 

divolved to the Signe he was in the Radix, in an argument to confirme the precedent 

judgment: § now upon the cusp of the twelfth, either kils or imprisons many of our Native's 

ill friends: and certainly who observes the Profectionall figure, shall find the place of ¦ in 

the Revolution, the Signe and degree of the Profectionall Scheame, and ¢, ¤ and £ to 

the Signe, of Pars Fortunae in the Radix; as also, « to ›, a fixed Signe, and joy of §; all 

which doe for the major part, concurre in one and the selfe same judgment, according as 

is formerly prescribed. 

 

 


